Necessary conditions for existence of a (v, k, 2) perfect Mendelsohn design (or PMD) are v >~k and 2v(v -1) =-0modk. When k = 7, this condition is satisfied if v -= 0 or 1 rood7 and v~>7 when 2 ~ 0 mod 7 and for all v >/7 when 2 = 0 rood 7. Bennett, Yin and Zhu have investigated the existence problem for k = 7, 2 = 1 and 2 even; here we provide several improvements on their results and also investigate the situation for 2 odd. We reduce the total number of unknown (v, 7, 2)-PMDs to 36,31 for 2 = 1 and 5 for 2 > 1. In particular, v = 294 is the largest unknown ease for 2 = 1, and the only unknown cases for 2 > 1 are for v = 42, 2 E {2, 3, 5, 9} and v = 18, 2 = 7. (~)
Introduction
Let S = {sl, s2 .... , sk} be a set ofk distinct elements. Then the ordered pair (si,sj) is said to be t-apart in the cyclic k-tuple (sbs2,...,sk) ifj --i --tmodk.
Suppose v,k and 2 are positive integers. A (v,k,,~)-perfect Mendelsohn design (or (v,k,2)-PMD) is a pair (X,~) where X is a v-set (whose elements are called points) and ~ is a collection of ordered k-element subsets of X (called blocks) such that for any Xl,X2 EX, xl ~x2 and for any t,l<~t<<,k-1, there are exactly 2 blocks B E in which the ordered pair (Xl,X2) appears t-apart. This paper is mainly concerned with the existence of PMDs with k = 7. When constructing these PMDs we frequently make use of other combinatorial designs. Some of these are given below. A resolution class in a design is a set of blocks containing every point exactly once. Designs whose blocks can be partitioned into resolution classes are called resolvable.
Resolvable BIBDs with block size k can sometimes be useful in producing PBDs with K = {k,k + 1}, Simple counting arguments show that the number of blocks in any (v, k, 2)-PMD must be 2v(v-1)/k. Hence 2v(v-1)/k -0modk is a necessary condition for existence of such a design; another necessary condition is v I> k. For k = 3 and 4, these necessary conditions are known to be sufficient except that there are no (8,4,1) or (6,3,1)-PMDs and no (4,4, 2)-PMDs for 2 odd [6, 13] . For k = 5, these necessary conditions are known to be sufficient except for 2 = 1, v E {6, 10} and possibly for 2 = 1, v C {15,20} [7, 9, 11] . For k = 6, 2 = 1, the necessary conditions give v -0 or 1 mod3; here there are several more unknown cases; a report on these will be given in a later paper. Briefly, (v, 6, 1)-PMDs are known to exist for all v -1 rood6, and the largest unknown (v, 6,1)-PMDs for v = 0,3 and 4 rood 6 are for v = 300, 813 and 250, respectively. Yin [22] has investigated the case k = 6,2 = 3; further results for k = 6 and 2 > 1 will be reported in a later paper. In this paper we are mainly interested in the case k = 7; the necessary existence conditions here give v ~> 7 if 2 ---0 mod 7 and v --0 or 1 mod 7 if 2 # 0 mod 7. Bennett et al. investigated the existence of (v, 7, 2)-PMDs in [12] for 2 = 1 and for 2 even; we summarise several of their results in the next two theorems. The main aim of this paper is to reduce the number of unknown (v, 7, 2)-PMDs. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 represent our starting point for this. For 2 = 1,2,7, and 14, these theorems give an explicit list of unknown cases; for 2 = 3, our starting point is the list of unknown cases for 2 = 1 in Theorem 1.1. For 2 E {1,2,3}, Section 2 gives some new direct constructions, and Section 3 handles recursive constructions. For 2 E {2,3}, the necessary condition (v -0 or l mod7) is shown to be sufficient except possibly for v -42; since this is also a necessary condition for any 2 ~ 0 mod 7, any such 2 value > 3 can be handled by combining copies of (v,7,2) and (v,7,3)-PMDs whenever v ~ 42. Section 4 considers (v, 7, 2)-PMDs for 2-0 mod 7, and Section 5 summarises our improvements. These improvements are stated explicitly in Theorem 5.1.
Direct constructions for ~ ~ 0 mod 7
When constructing PMDs and IPMDs directly, we generally use the standard approach of taking the point set to consist of the elements of an abelian group G plus (possibly) a few extra infinite elements, ~1, c~2 ..... c~h. We then quote a few base blocks; other blocks are then generated by adding elements of G to these base blocks and possibly by applying a few other automorphisms. For IPMDs, the infinite points will form the 'hole' set.
The following two theorems are examples of well known direct constructions for PMDs (see [19, 8] The constructions in the above two theorems were fairly standard. In the rest of this section, we provide other useful direct constructions. The designs in the next lemma are given in terms of quasi-difference matrices (QDMs). A (v -h,h,21,22;k) QDM over an abelian group G of size v -h is an array A with k rows, c = 21(v-h-1)+22 columns and entries from G such that for any two rows i,j, each non-zero element of G occurs 21 times amongst the c differences Ai,t -Aj,t (t --1... c) and zero occurs 22 times amongst these differences. It is well known that if 22~<21, then existence of a (v,h,21,22;k) QDM 
a (v-h,h,l,O; 7) QDM, a (v,h,7,1)-IPMD and a TD(7,v)-TD(7,h).
( 
Recursive constructions for (v, 7, ~)-PMDs with 2 ~ 0 mod 7
There are several known recursive constructions for PMDs and HPMDs; some of these are given in this section. For further details see [10] . The results in that paper for 2 = 1 clearly carry over to those for more general )~ given here. Proof. Use Theorem 3.1 with 21 = 2,22 = 1, noting that (7,7, 1) and (8,7,1)-PMDs exist by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. (70,7,2) and (28,7,2) BIBDs can be found in [5] , [17] , respectively; also, (v,7,3) BIBDs can be found in [1] or [18] for v = 35, and in [17] or [18] for v --15 and 21. For (v,~.) = (70,3), note that a resolvable (63,7,3) BIBD is given in [1] ; by adding each of 7 extra points to 3 resolution classes and forming 3 (identical) blocks on the 7 extra points, a (70, {7, 8},3)-PBD is obtained. Once again, the required result follows from Theorem 3.1. Similarly for (v,2) = (36,3), note that the (35,7,3) BIBD in [18] contains a resolvable sub-TD2 (7, 5) ; adding an infinite point to 3 of its resolution classes gives a (36,{7,8},3)-PBD.
Most of the remaining recursive constructions require some knowledge of TD;~(k, v)'s for k = 7, 8. The following theorem summarises the most important known results for these designs.
Lemma 3.3. Let v be a non-negative integer. Then:
(i) A TD (7, v) In the next theorem, a construction is given for two of the newer TDs in Lemma 3.3. Multiply B1 by (1, l, y) for y = l, 7, 11 and B2, B3 by ( 1, 1, y) for y = 1, 18. Then cycle modulo (3, 3, 19) . Again add a block consisting of the 9 points (x,y, co) (x,y E Z3) and repeat this block three times. A simple but useful construction for PMDs employed in the next theorem is to start with an HPMD and then to fill in its holes. This method has been used frequently in other papers; see for instance [2, 9, 10, 12, 20] .
Theorem3.5. Suppose the following designs exist: a (v,k,2)-HPMD of type (vl,v2 ..... vh), (vi + m,m,k,2)-IPMDs for 1 <~i<~h -1 and a (vh + m,k,2)-PMD. Then a (v,k,2)-PMD exists.
The two constructions in the next theorem come from Theorems 3.3 and 5.10 in [10] . The first is a variation of Wilson's fundamental GDD construction [21] . a (v,k,A) exist (vi+m,m,k,21.22)-IPMDs for 1 <~i<~h-1  and a (vh + m,k,)q.22)-PMD, then a (v,k,;q.22) -PMD also exists. GD(K,2j,G,v), construct a (IBI,k,) [3] ). Now use Theorem 3.6(ii) to obtain a 7-HTD of type 745 and finally Theorem 3.5 with m = 0.
Proof. For each block B in
However, in most useful applications of Theorem 3.7, the required GD(K, 21, G, v) is obtained by truncating one group of a TD: if we truncate one group of a TD;,(k + 1, n) to size w, the result is a GD({k,k + 1},2,{n,w},kn + w) of type nkw 1. This special case of Theorem 3.7 gives the following result: Theorem 3.9 is the main tool used in this section for constructing PMDs recursively. The following theorem summarises the PMDs which we were able to obtain using this theorem. Table 1 R.J.R. Abel, FE. Bennett~Discrete Mathematics 190 (1998) 1- 14   V  n  w  m  v  n  w  m  v  n  w  m   84  11  5  2  140  18  12  2  238  31  15  6  85  11  6  2  141  18  13  2  245  35  0  0  98  13  6  1  147  20  6  1  252  35  3  4  99  13  7  I  148  20  7  1  253  35  4  4  106  15  1  0  154  20  13  1  273  37  I1  3  126  16  11  3  155  20 15, 21, 22, 28, 35, 36, 42, 70, 84, 85, 98, 99, 106, 126, 140, 141, 147, 148, 154, 155, 168, 182, 183, 196, 238, 245, 252, 253, 273 ,294} and 2 = 1. (ii) v = 42 and either 2 = 2, or 2 is odd.
(v, 7, 2)-PMDs with 2 ----0 mod 7
For convenience we restate the known results for 2 = 7 given in Theorem 1.2. These results come from Lemmas 5.9 and 5.30-5.33 in [12] : A (v,7,7) -PMD exists for all v>.7 except possibly for vEE7 = {10, 12, 14, 15, 18, 20, 21, 22, 24, 26, 28, 33, 34, 35, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44, 45, 46, 52, 54, 55, 60,62}. In this section we shall remove all the possible exceptions in this theorem except v = 18. We also give (18, 7 [17] and if v = 55, then a (v,7,7) BIBD exists [17] . If v E {20,26,38,44,62}, then v -1 is a prime power equivalent to 1 mod6; hence a (v-1,7,7) difference family over GF(q) exists by Lemma 4.1 in [17] . Adding an infinite point to one base block and its translates then gives v E B({7,8},7). Difference type constructions can also be used to obtain 2), (1,3) , (1, 8) , (1, 9) , (2, 2), (2, 9)). v = 46: (c~,(O,O), (1, 2) , (1, 5) , (1, 10) , (1, 13) , (2, 3) , (2, 12) ), ((0,0),(1,0),(1,4),(1, 11),(2, 1),(2,4),(2, 11), (2, 14) ), ((0,0), (1, 4) , (1, 11) , (2, 6) , (2, 7) , (2, 8) , (2, 9) ), ((0, 0), (0, y), (0, 6y), (0, lOy), (1,O) , (1,7y) , (2,9y) (O,6y) , (1,6y) , (1,7y) , (1,9y) , (2,4y) (1,4y) , (1, 10y) , (2, y)), ((0,0),(0, 8y),(0, 15y), (1,3y) , (1,4y) , (1,6y) , (2, 
Summary
In this paper we have provided several improvements on the lists of unknown (v, 7, 2)-PMDs in Theorems 1.1 and 1. 
